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Sensitivitytothesimilarityoftheacousticwaveformsatthetwoears,andspecificallytochangesinsimilarity,iscrucialtoauditoryscene
analysisandextractionofobjectsfrombackground.Here,weusethehightemporalresolutionofmagnetoencephalographytoinvestigate
the dynamics of cortical processing of changes in interaural correlation, a measure of interaural similarity, and compare them with
behavior.Stimuliareinteraurallycorrelatedoruncorrelatedwidebandnoise,immediatelyfollowedbythesamenoisewithintermediate
degrees of interaural correlation. Behaviorally, listeners’ sensitivity to changes in interaural correlation is asymmetrical. Listeners are
faster and better at detecting transitions from correlated noise than transitions from uncorrelated noise. The cortical response to the
change in correlation is characterized by an activation sequence starting from 50 ms after change. The strength of this response
parallelsbehavioralperformance:auditorycorticalmechanismsaremuchlesssensitivetotransitionsfromuncorrelatednoisethanfrom
correlatednoise.Ineachcase,sensitivityincreaseswithinterauralcorrelationdifference.Brainresponsestotransitionsfromuncorre-
lated noise lag those from correlated noise by 80 ms, which may be the neural correlate of the observed behavioral response time
differences.Importantly,wedemonstratedifferencesinlocationandtimecourseofneuralprocessing:transitionsfromcorrelatednoise
areprocessedbyadistinctneuralpopulation,andwithgreaterspeed,thantransitionsfromuncorrelatednoise.
Key words: auditory-evoked response; magnetoencephalography; auditory cortex; psychophysics; binaural system; binaural sluggish-
ness;changedetection
Introduction
Ecologically relevant tasks, such as detection and localization of
auditory objects in noisy environments, involve comparison
ofacousticsignalsacrossears.Interauralcoherence,thedegreeof
similarity of the waveforms at the two ears, is a basic cue for
binaural processing. In addition to being closely related to the
mechanisms that underlie the localization of sound (Stern and
Trahiotis, 1995), the detection of a change in the interaural co-
herence of an ongoing background is thought to be the primary
cue in situations in which binaural unmasking occurs: a target
that is masked by binaurally correlated noise (identical noise at
thetwoears)canbemadeeasiertodetectbyinvertingthenoiseor
the target in one ear (Hirsh, 1948; Licklider, 1948). Binaural un-
masking is fundamental to listeners’ ability to operate in noisy,
multisourceenvironmentsandhasbeenwidelyinvestigatedboth
electrophysiologically (Jiang et al., 1997a,b; Palmer et al., 2000)
and behaviorally (for review, see Colburn, 1995). This phenom-
enon may be mediated by the ability of the auditory system to
detect decreases (in case of inverting the target) or increases (in
caseofinvertingthenoise)ininterauralcoherenceresultingfrom
the addition of the target (Durlach et al., 1986; Palmer et al.,
1999).Therefore,theinvestigationoftheneuralmechanismsthat
are sensitive to interaural similarity is particularly informative in
the study of how listeners analyze the auditory scene and react to
changes in the order of the environment.
A physical measure of coherence is “interaural correlation”
(IAC),definedasthecross-correlationcoefficientofthesignalsat
the two ears. Several behavioral studies have measured listeners’
ability to discriminate interaural correlations (Pollack and Trit-
tipoe, 1959a,b; Gabriel and Colburn, 1981; Culling et al., 2001;
Boehnkeetal.,2002).Just-noticeabledifferencesarenotuniform
across the IAC range: they are small (typically 0.04) when mea-
sured as differences from an IAC value of 1 and are an order of
magnitude larger when measured as differences from an IAC
value of 0. Listeners are thus more sensitive to deviations from
similarity than to deviations from dissimilarity, at least as mea-
sured in terms of interaural correlation. It is unclear, however, at
which level in the processing stream, from brainstem, where in-
formation from the two ears is first merged, up to cortex, where
behavioral responses are initiated, this distinction is introduced.
Natural environments are characterized by dynamic changes
in interaural correlation as objects appear and disappear. Here,
wecombine,forthefirsttime,psychophysicalmeasuresandnon-
invasive brain imaging via magnetoencephalography (MEG) to
study how the human auditory cortex processes these changes.
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cal responses to changes in interaural coherence and compare
these with behavior. With its fine temporal resolution, MEG is
particularlyusefulforstudyingthetimecourseofcorticalactiva-
tion, thus allowing comparison with the time course of behav-
ioral responses and an investigation of the dynamics of the con-
struction of perceptual experiences.
MaterialsandMethods
Subjects
Eighteensubjects(meanage,21.9years;11female),tookpartintheMEG
experiment. Fifteen subjects (mean age, 21.9; eight female) took part in
the behavioral study. Ten listeners participated in both experiments.
Three additional participants in the MEG study and one additional par-
ticipant in the behavioral study were excluded from analysis because of
an excess of non-neural artifacts in the MEG data or an inability to
perform the task. All subjects were right-handed (Oldfield, 1971), re-
portednormalhearing,andhadnohistoryofneurologicaldisorder.The
experimental procedures were approved by the University of Maryland
institutional review board, and written informed consent was obtained
from each participant. Subjects were paid for their participation.
Stimuli
MEG. The signals were 1100-ms-long wideband noise bursts, consisting
of an initial 800-ms-long segment (reference correlation) that was either
interaurallycorrelated(IAC1)orinteraurallyuncorrelated(IAC0),
followedbya300mssegmentwithoneofsixfixedvaluesofIAC:1.0,0.8,
0.6,0.4,0.2,and0.0.Humanlisteners’performanceondetectingchanges
in IAC remains approximately constant for signal durations 300 ms
(Pollack and Trittipoe, 1959b). The purpose of the relatively long initial
segment was to ensure that responses to change in IAC do not overlap
with those associated with stimulus onset. The bandwidth and spectral
power were equal at each ear and constant across conditions. All signals
sound the same when presented monaurally, and the change at 800 ms
occurredwithoutanydetectablechangeineithermonauralsignal.Thus,
any differences in behavioral or brain responses can be interpreted as
specifically resulting from binaural interaction.
Previous behavioral studies (Pollack and Trittipoe, 1959a,b; Gabriel
and Colburn, 1981; Culling et al., 2001) suggest that equal IAC steps do
not map to equal perceptual distance. In fact, the IAC scale that defines
approximately equal perceptual steps has been suggested to be exponen-
tiallyshaped,suchasthescale(1.0,0.93,0.80,0.6,0.33,and0.0)thatwas
used by Budd et al. (2003) in a functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) study of static interaural correlation sensitivity. We chose to use
a linear scale here to examine to what extent the perceptual nonlinearity
would be reflected in early cortical responses and whether we might
observedissociationsbetweentheseneuralrepresentationsandbehavior.
For that reason, for instance, it was interesting to measure brain re-
sponses to the 030.2 condition, for which the change is behaviorally
unnoticeable. The choice of the “physical dimension” among various
nonlinearly related forms is arbitrary and thus “nonlinearity” of the
function relating it to responses is not of interest per se. The form of the
functionisneverthelessworthinvestigating.Ourchoiceofequallyspaced
IAC values determines the sampling of this function but does not pre-
judge its shape.
The noise waveforms were constructed using the same paradigm as
that used by Gabriel and Colburn (1981). Two independent 800 ms
signals,denotedbelowasn1(t)andn2(t),werecreatedbydrawingGauss-
ian distributed numbers (sampling frequency, 16 kHz). The signals pre-
sented to the left and right ears [nL(t) and nR(t), respectively] were con-
structed by mixing n1(t) and n2(t) according to the following equations:
nL(t)  n1(t)
and
nRt  n1t  1
2n2t,
where   1.0, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2, or 0.0. For exactly orthogonal n1(t) and
n2(t), the interaural correlation coefficient of nL(t) and nR(t) is equal to
the value of  (Gabriel and Colburn, 1981). To reduce response depen-
dency on a particular sample of frozen noise, 10 different instances were
generated for each of the 12 conditions. Because of the fact that random
samples of noise are not exactly orthogonal, the value of the interaural
correlation coefficient between nL(t) and nR(t) may differ slightly from
its nominal value of . The SD of the difference averaged over all condi-
tions was 0.009.
In addition to the 12 experimental conditions, the stimulus set in-
cluded a proportion (25%) of “target” (decoy) stimuli, which consisted
of 800 ms of either interaurally correlated (IAC  1) or interaurally
uncorrelated (IAC  0) wideband noise, followed by 300 ms of interau-
rally correlated (IAC  1) or interaurally uncorrelated (IAC  0) noise
modulatedatarateof10Hzandadepthof50%.Subjectswereinstructed
to respond as fast as they could to each onset of the modulation. The
target stimuli were not included in the analysis. Because of their high
similarity to the experimental conditions, they served to ensure the sub-
jects’alertnessandtofocusattentiononthetimeofchange(800msafter
onset) but did not require any conscious processing of interaural corre-
lation.ThedecoytaskdidnotinvolveIACprocessing,toavoidinfluenc-
ing brain responses to the main conditions. Decoy and main conditions
were kept distinct to ensure that the MEG responses probed low-level
auditory processes and not higher-level processes engaged by the task.
Thestimuliwerecreatedoff-line,gatedonandoffusing15mscosine-
squared ramps (with no gating at the transition at 800 ms after onset),
and saved in a 16-bit stereo WAV format at a sampling rate of 16 kHz.
The signals were delivered to the subjects’ ears with a tube phone (E-A-
RTONE3A,50ohm;EtymoticResearch,ElkGroveVillage,IL)attached
to E-A-RLINK foam plugs inserted into the ear canal and presented at a
comfortable listening level.
In total, each listener heard 120 repetitions of each of the 12 experi-
mental conditions (030, 030.2, 030.4, 030.6, 030.8, 031, 130,
130.2, 130.4, 130.6, 130.8, and 131) and 120 repetitions of each of
the four target conditions (03modulated 0, 03modulated 1, 13mod-
ulated 0, and 13modulated 1). The order of presentation was random-
ized, with the interstimulus interval (ISI) randomized between 600 and
1300 ms.
Perceptually, correlated noise (IAC  1) sounds like a single focused
source in the center of the head. The image broadens as interaural cor-
relation decreases, and, at an IAC of 0, the percept is that of a diffuse
source or two independent sources, one at each ear. Thus, 03 stimuli
evoke a percept of focusing of the sound image, whereas 13 signals
evoke a broadening of the source. The stimuli used in this study are
illustrated by their binaural cross-correlograms in Figure 1. The correlo-
grams were generated using the “binaural toolbox” (Akeroyd, 2001). To
simulate peripheral processing, the acoustic signal of each ear (the 300-
ms-long postchange segment) was fed through a filter bank (100–2000
Hz with filter spacing of one-half of an equivalent rectangular band-
width)(MooreandGlasberg,1983)andhalf-waverectified;leftandright
filter outputs were delayed, cross-multiplied, and normalized by the av-
eragepowerinthetwofilteroutputs.Correlatednoiseischaracterizedby
an orderly arrangement of “valleys” and “ridges,” whereas uncorrelated
noise evokes an irregular pattern with low amplitude. Decreasing values
ofIACarecharacterizedbyaprogressivefadingofthevalley/ridgestruc-
ture and reduction of amplitude. Physiological evidence indicates that
medial superior olive (MSO) neurons are tuned to a particular input
frequency (the characteristic frequency of the cell) and interaural time
difference (ITD). Binaural models commonly approximate the MSO to
anarrayofcross-correlatorsfedfrombothears(Jeffress,1948;Jorisetal.,
1998), and the plots in the figure illustrate the long-term (300 ms) time
average of the activity within such an array that would be evoked by our
stimuli. Differential activation in the MSO may be the source of the
differentialactivationthatwedescribeinauditorycortex,asdiscussedin
detail below. The patterns illustrated in Figure 1 reflect a generic cross-
correlation model, but a similar account could be applied to the recent
model of McAlpine and Grothe (2003).
Behavioralstudy.Thestimuliforthebehavioralstudywereidenticalto
the MEG stimuli, except that the amplitude-modulated, decoy stimuli
were not included. Instead, the proportion of stimuli without IAC
change was increased to equal that with change. Each participant was
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changeconditions(030and131)and60pre-
sentations of each of the change conditions
(030.2, 030.4, 030.6, 030.8, 031, 130,
130.2, 130.4, 130.6, and 130.8). Subjects
were instructed to press a mouse button as fast
as they could when they heard a change in the
noise. The order of presentations was random-
ized,withISIsasthoseintheMEGexperiment.
Procedure
MEG. The subjects lay supine inside a magnet-
ically shielded room. In a pre-experiment, run
just before the main experiment, subjects lis-
tened to 200 repetitions of a 1 kHz, 50 ms sinu-
soidal tone (ISI randomized between 750 and
1550 ms). These responses were used to verify
thatsignalsfromauditorycortexhadasatisfac-
tory signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), to verify that
the subject was positioned properly in the ma-
chine, and to determine which MEG channels
best respond to activity within auditory cortex.
Intheexperimentproper(1.5h),subjectslis-
tened to stimuli while performing the modula-
tion detection task as described above. They
wereinstructedtorespondbypressingabutton,heldintherighthand,as
soon as they heard a modulation appear in the noise. The instructions
encouragedspeedandaccuracy.Theexperimentwasdividedintoblocks
of 160 stimuli. Between blocks, subjects were allowed a short rest but
were required to stay still.
Behavioral study. The experimental run lasted 1 h. Subjects sat in a
quietdarkenedroomandwereinstructedtopressamousebuttonheldin
their right hand as soon as they detected a change in the reference noise.
No feedback was provided. Response times and accuracy scores were
stored and analyzed. The experiment was divided into blocks of 200
stimuli. Between blocks, subjects were allowed a short rest but were pro-
hibited from getting up or removing the ear pieces. Before the experi-
mentproper,subjectscompletedashortpracticerunwithfeedback.The
stimulus delivery hardware, software, and headphones were identical to
those used in the MEG recording.
Neuromagnetic recording and data analysis
Inthisstudy,weareparticularlyinterestedinthetemporalcharacteristics
of the brain responses evoked by our stimuli. These responses are con-
taminated by sensor noise, environmental fields, and brain activity un-
related to auditory processing. Several steps are taken to reduce this
variability: (1) at each sensor, the response is partitioned into “epochs”
(including a short pre-stimulus interval) and averaged over repetitions.
(2)Responsesarehigh-passfilteredtoremoveslowbaselinefluctuations
in the magnetic field and low-pass filtered to attenuate the (typically
nonevoked)high-frequencycomponents.(3)Measuresarederivedfrom
a subset of sensors selected for each subject (10 for each hemisphere)
knowntorespondstrongly,basedonresponsesinthepre-experiment,to
activity in auditory cortex. (4) The same measures are averaged over
subjects, and the significance of effects is tested (independently for each
hemisphere) by comparing with intersubject variability (repeated-
measuresanalysis).Twomeasuresofdynamicsofcorticalprocessingare
reported: the amplitude time course (increases and decreases in activa-
tion), as reflected in the root mean square (RMS) of the selected chan-
nels, and the accompanying spatial distributions of the magnetic field
(contour plots) at certain times after onset. For illustration purposes, we
plotthegroupRMS(RMSofindividualRMSs,computedonthebasisof
the channels chosen for each subject) or the grand average (average over
all subjects for each of the 160 channels).
The magnetic signals were recorded using a 160-channel, whole-head
axialgradiometersystem(KanazawaInstituteofTechnology,Kanazawa,
Japan). Data for the pre-experiment were acquired with a sampling rate
of1kHz,filteredon-linebetween1Hz(hardwarefilter)and58.8Hz(17
msmovingaveragefilter),storedin500ms(including100mspre-onset)
stimulus-related epochs, and baseline corrected to the 100 ms pre-onset
interval. Data for the main (interaural correlation) experiment were ac-
quired continuously with a sampling rate of 1 kHz, filtered in hardware
between 1 and 200 Hz, with a notch at 60 Hz (to remove line noise), and
stored for later analysis. Effects of environmental magnetic fields were
reducedbasedonseveralsensorsdistantfromtheheadusingthecontin-
uouslyadjustedleastsquaresmethod(Adachietal.,2001),andresponses
were then smoothed by convolution with a 39 ms Hanning window
(cutoff,55Hz).Thesearestandardsignalprocessingmethods;additional
processing is described below.
In the pre-experiment, auditory-evoked responses to the onset of the
pure tones were examined, and the M100 response was identified. The
M100isaprominentandrobust(acrosslistenersandstimuli)deflection
at100msafteronsetandhasbeenthemostinvestigatedauditoryMEG
response (for review, see Roberts et al., 2000). It was identified for each
subject as a dipole-like pattern (i.e., a “source”/“sink” pair) in the mag-
netic field contour plots distributed over the temporal region of each
hemisphere.Inpreviousstudies,underthesameconditions,theresulting
M100 current source localized to the upper banks of the superior tem-
poralgyrusinbothhemispheres(Hari,1990;Pantevetal.,1995;Lu ¨tken-
ho ¨nerandSteinstra ¨ter,1998).Foreachsubject,the20strongestchannels
at the peak of the M100 (5 in each sink and source, yielding 10 in each
hemisphere)wereconsideredtobestreflectactivityintheauditorycortex
and thus were chosen for the analysis of the experimental data (Fig. 2).
Stimulus-evokedmagneticfields,measuredoutsidetheheadbyMEG,
aregeneratedbysynchronousneuronalcurrentsflowingintensofthou-
sands of cortical pyramidal cells on the supratemporal gyrus (Ha ¨-
ma ¨la ¨inen et al., 1993). This electromagnetic fluctuation is detected as a
magnetic dipole with position, orientation, and strength. Because of the
location of the source inside a cortical fold, responses from auditory
cortex typically manifest a characteristic dipolar distribution (source/
sink pairs that are antisymmetric across the two hemispheres). Figure 2
showsathree-dimensionalimageofthedipolarpatterncorrespondingto
the M100 response in the pre-experiment. Later figures plot the same
information in flattened two-dimensional contour maps.
Inthemainexperiment,1400msepochs(including200mspre-onset)
were created for each of the 12 stimulus conditions. The same data were
also organized into two additional compound conditions by grouping
togetherallepochswithareferencecorrelationof1and0toimprovethe
SNR of onset responses to correlated and uncorrelated sounds, respec-
tively.Epochswithamplitudes3pT(5%)wereconsideredartifactual
and were discarded. The rest were averaged, low-pass filtered at 30 Hz
(67-point-wide Hanning window), and baseline corrected to the pre-
onset interval. In each hemisphere, the RMS of the field strength across
the 10 channels, selected in the pre-experiment, was calculated for each
Figure1. Binauralcross-correlogramsforthestimuliusedinthisstudy(computedoverthe300-ms-longpostchangeinterval).
A,Correlatednoise(IAC1)ischaracterizedbyasystematicarrangementofpeaksandtroughs(mainpeakat0ITDwithside
peaksspacedaccordingtothereciprocalofthecenterfrequencyineachband).F,Uncorrelatednoise(IAC0)evokesanirregular
pattern with low amplitude. Intermediate levels of IAC (B–E) show a progressive reduction of amplitude and waning of the
valley/ridgestructure.
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each hemisphere, were thus created for each subject.
To evaluate congruity across subjects, the individual RMS time series
were combined into 28 group RMS (RMS of individual RMSs) time
series. Consistency of peaks in each group RMS was automatically as-
sessed with the Bootstrap method (500 iterations; balanced) (Efron and
Tibshirani, 1993). The consistency, across subjects, of magnetic field
distributionsatthosepeakswasassessedautomaticallybydividingthe20
channels chosen for each subject into four sets (five channels each): left
temporofrontal,leftposterior–temporal,righttemporofrontal,andright
posterior–temporal(seeFig.2).Foreachset,theactivationwasaveraged
over a 30 ms window defined around the group RMS peak, and the set
was classified as either a sink (negative average amplitude) or a source
(positiveaverageamplitude).Ifthemajorityofsubjectsshowedthesame
sink–source configuration, the pattern was considered consistent across
subjects.
The  level for the statistical analyses was set a priori to 0.05. The
Greenhouse–Geissercorrection(GreenhouseandGeisser,1959)wasap-
plied where applicable.
Results
Behavioral data
Accuracy scores and response times are summarized in Figure 3.
Our task differed from other studies, in that our subjects had to
detectatransitionfromaninitialIACofeither1or0,ratherthan
a difference of IAC between temporally separate segments of
noise presented in random order (Pollack and Trittipoe, 1959;
Gabriel and Colburn, 1981; Culling et al., 2001). Nevertheless,
detection rates followed a similar trend (Fig. 3A). An ANOVA
(over the change conditions) revealed main effects of reference
correlation (F(1,14)  193.167; p  0.001) and size of IAC step
(F(1.975,27.564)  100.681; p  0.001), as well as an interaction
between these two factors (F(1.719,24.063)  48.73; p  0.001).
Subjects were good at detecting changes from an initial correla-
tion of 1 (“13”) but not as good at detecting changes from an
initial correlation of 0 (“03”). In both cases (13 and 03),
detection improved with the size of the IAC step between the
initial and final segments. Figure 3B shows the corresponding
response times. Similar to the detection rates, there were main
effects of reference correlation (F(1,13)  44.93; p  0.001) and
size of IAC step (F(2.267,29.476)  13.326; p  0.001): for stimuli
with an interaural correlation change, lis-
tenersrespondedearlierby80msto13
stimuli than to 03 stimuli, regardless of
the step size. Response times were smaller
for larger IAC step sizes. For stimuli with
no IAC change (131 and 030 condi-
tions), there were no differences in the la-
tency of false-positive responses, although
thenumberoffalsepositiveswashigherin
the latter condition (Fig. 3A, open bars).
The behavioral result of greatest inter-
est is the asymmetry in detection rate and
response time between the symmetrical
031 and 130 conditions. Listeners are
faster and more accurate at detecting a
change from correlated to uncorrelated
noise than vice versa.
Interestingly, when asked to describe
theirexperienceoflisteningtothechanges
in interaural correlation, many subjects
described the transitions (in both direc-
tions) as movement. 03 transitions were
reported as movement toward the center
of the head, whereas 13 transitions were
describedasasinglefocusedsourcethatis“stretching”andmov-
ing away from the center toward the two ears. The fact that the
interaural correlation change was perceived as gradual, although
the physical change was abrupt, may be an indication of the ex-
istence of a sliding binaural temporal integration window (Cull-
ing and Summerfield, 1998; Akeroyd and Summerfield, 1999;
Boehnke et al., 2002), over which the perceived IAC value is
computed. This is further discussed below.
MEG data
Subjects were good at performing the decoy task (modulation
detection). The average miss and false-positive counts (of a total
of 480 presentations) were 15.1 and 6.5, respectively (SE  3.01
and2.53).Theaverageresponsetimewas420.3ms(SE10.79).
Thesebehavioraldataindicatethatsubjectswerealertandlisten-
ing to the stimuli and that task-related attention was focused at
the point of change but did not depend on interaural correlation
processing.
Waveformandmagneticfielddistributionanalysisrevealthat
all participants had comparable response trajectories. The
auditory-evoked response to the 031 condition is shown in Fig-
ure 4A. Plotted in gray are the responses for each of the 156
channels, averaged over subjects. The RMS over all channels is
plotted in red. Responses to other 03 and 13 conditions (data
not shown) are similar to Figure 4A, particularly at the onset.
Two aspects of the response are of interest: the peaks after the
noise onset and those after the transition.
The onset response consisted of two peaks, at 70 ms (M50)
and 170 ms (M150), visible in the grand-averaged data in Fig-
ure 4A, both with a spatial distribution characteristic of a stan-
dardM50stimulus-onsetresponse(Woldorffetal.,1993;Yvertet
al., 2001; Chait et al., 2004). Interestingly, the M100 peak, with a
spatial distribution opposite that of the M50, which is usually
seenat100msafteronsetforsimilarstimuli,isgreatlyreduced
here. There appears to be a small deflection for some subjects,
but, in the RMS, it is shadowed by the much stronger M50 and
M150 responses. This is in contrast to reports by others that
describenoise-onsetresponsesdominatedbyaM100peak(Soeta
et al., 2004). The lack of an M100 is not the effect of channel
Figure2. DipolarpatterncorrespondingtotheM100responseinthepre-experiment.Thefigureshowsanaxialview[left(L)
andright(R)]andasagittalview[anterior(A)andposterior(P)]oftheLHofthedigitizedheadshapeofarepresentativesubject.
Themagneticdipole-likepatternintheisofieldmaps,distributedoverthetemporalregion(red,source;blue,sink),corresponds
toadownwardflowingcurrent.M50responsesarecharacterizedbyanoppositesink–sourcepattern(currentflowingupward).
Different channels were chosen for each individual subject, depending on their M100 response in the pre-experiment; the
locationsofthe20chosenchannelsforthissubjectaremarkedwithyellowcircles.
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allchannels(Fig.4A).Rather,itseemstoresultfromthefactthat
thesubjects’task(detectionofmodulationinthefinalportionof
decoy stimuli) directed their attention away from the onset. This
question has been addressed in a previous study (Chait et al.,
2004).Overall,resultssuggestthatcontrolofthetask,performed
by subjects during recording of brain responses, may have a
greater importance than is commonly realized.
Onset responses to initial correlated and initial uncorrelated
conditionsaresimilarinlatencyandspatialdistributionbutwith
an amplitude stronger for uncorrelated (IAC  0) than corre-
lated (IAC  1) noise. Figure 4B shows the group RMS (RMS of
individual-subject RMSs) to 13 and 03 conditions (collapsed
acrossthedifferentIACstepsizes)intherighthemisphere(RH).
Paired sample t tests revealed that M50 and M150 peak ampli-
tudesweresignificantlystrongerforuncorrelatedthancorrelated
noise in both hemispheres [df  17; RH, M50, t  2.099, p 
0.051; M150, t  2.704, p  0.015; left hemisphere (LH), M50,
t2.298,p0.035;M150,t3.045,p0.007].Thisfindingis
perhaps surprising, given that amplitudes of onset responses are
positively related to loudness (Roberts et al., 2000) and that cor-
related noise evokes a relatively loud compact percept, whereas
uncorrelated noise is perceived as less loud and more diffuse
(Blauert and Lindemann, 1986). At the same time, it is in agree-
ment with the equalization–cancellation model (Durlach, 1963)
that proposes that the inputs to the two ears are subtracted from
each other, and the remainder constitutes the representation of
binaural information. Another possible interpretation of this
finding is that, because the inputs at the two ears do not fuse to a
single image, additional neuronal activity is involved in “sorting
out” these distributed images. This interpretation is consistent
withtheshapeofEEGbinauralinteractioncomponents(BICs)of
auditory brainstem responses, computed as the difference be-
tween the response to binaural stimulation and the sum of the
responses to monaural stimulations of the two ears (Polyakov
andPratt,1998).BICsareusuallynegative[thebinauralresponse
issmallerthanthesumofthemonauralresponses(Krumbholzet
al., 2005)] and are of greater amplitude for correlated noise than
uncorrelated noise (Polyakov and Pratt, 1998), suggesting that
activity evoked by binaurally uncorrelated signals undergoes less
mutual suppression than activity evoked by correlated signals.
Soeta et al. (2004) also found that uncorrelated noise onsets
Figure3. Behavioraldata.A,B,Meandetectionrate(A)andmeanresponsetime(B)forthe
differentexperimentalconditionsinthebehavioralstudy.Errorbarsrepresent1SE.Listeners
werealmostattheceilingfortransitionsfromanIACof1(13 conditions)butperformedmuch
morepoorlyonsame-sizetransitionsfromanIACof0(03 conditions).TherateofcorrectIAC
changedetectionincreasedwithlargerdifferencesincorrelation.TheleftmostvaluesinbothA
andBcorrespondtofalsepositives.
Figure4. MEGdata.A,Exampleofmeasureddata:grandaverage(averageoverallsubjects
foreachofthe160channels;ingray)oftheevokedauditorycorticalresponsesto031stimuli.
TheRMSoverallchannelsisplottedinred.B,GroupRMSintherighthemispherefor03(gray)
and13(black)stimuli(collapsedacrossthedifferentIACstepsizes).C,Contourmapsfromthe
grand-averagedataatthecriticaltimeperiods(7.5fT/isocontour).Sourceisshowninred;sink
is shown in blue. Onset responses to correlated (13) and uncorrelated (03) stimuli were
comparable.Botharecharacterizedbyatwo-peakednoise-onsetresponseat70ms(M50)
and170ms(M150)afteronset,withsimilarmagneticfielddistributions.Anotabledifferenceis
thatM50andM150peakamplitudesforeachsubjectweresignificantlystrongerforuncorre-
latedthancorrelatednoise.ThedifferenceintheRMSamplitudebetweenAandBisaresultof
Abeingcomputedfromthegrand-averageddata,whereasBisgroupRMSs(RMSsofindividual
subject’sRMSs).Allstatisticalanalyseswereperformedoneachhemispheresubject-by-subject
(basedonthe20channelsselectedforeach).Thegrand-averageplotisshownhereforillustra-
tionpurposesonly.
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ever, in their study, stimuli with an IAC of 1 and an IAC of 1
were alternated, which complicates the interpretation of the re-
sults: the weaker responses to stimuli with an IAC of 1 may be a
result of adaptation, and stronger response for stimuli with a
lower IAC may result from the larger interaural correlation dif-
ference with the stimulus that preceded them. In an fMRI study
using stimuli with fixed IAC values, Budd et al. (2003) identified
a distinct subdivision of lateral HG that exhibited a significant
positive relationship between blood oxygenation level-
dependent(BOLD)activityandIAC.Activationdifferenceswere
larger for IACs near 1 than those near 0. The trend is opposite of
that found in the present study. The apparent discrepancy may
result from the current lack of understanding of how hemody-
namic BOLD responses are related to the electrical physiological
brain responses measured by MEG.
Auditorycorticalsensitivitytochangesin
interaural correlation
The transient response attributable to stimulus onset is followed
byagradualdeclinetosteady-statelevels(Fig.5A).Thechangein
interauralcorrelationat800msproducesaresponsethatrideson
this gradual decline, consisting of a prominent peak at 950 ms
after onset (150 ms after change). To quantify the cortical re-
sponse to changes in interaural correlation, we subtracted, for
each subject and each condition, the time-average amplitude in
the 600–800 ms interval from the time-average amplitude in the
850–1050 ms interval (Fig. 5A). For stimuli for which there was
an interaural correlation change, we then subtracted from this
statistic its value for the corresponding control condition (131
or 030), for which there was no change in the stimulus. A value
significantly different from 0 indicates that auditory cortical ac-
tivity was affected by the interaural corre-
lation change. Figure 5B shows the com-
puted difference for each of the change
conditions in the left and right hemi-
spheres. An ANOVA revealed main effects
of reference correlation (F(1,17)  10.104;
p  0.005) and size of IAC step
(F(3.032,51.537)  9.829; p  0.001): differ-
ences were larger for larger IAC step sizes
andalsolargerforstepsfromaninitialcor-
related (IAC  1) than uncorrelated (IAC
0)noise.Corticalresponsesthusparallel
ease of detection, as measured behavior-
ally by both accuracy and reaction times.
For 13 conditions, all differences were
significant in both hemispheres (planned
comparison, df  17; LH, 130, t  4.465,
p  0.001; 130.2, t  3.909, p  0.001;
13 0.4, t  3.237, p  0.005; 130.6, t 
2.229, p  0.04; 130.8, t  3.205, p 
0.005; RH, 130, t  4.858, p  0.001;
130.2, t  3.366, p  0.004; 130.4, t 
3.235, p  0.005; 130.6, t  2.773, p 
0.013;130.8,t2.242,p0.039).Inthe
case of 03 conditions, differences were
significant for 031 and 030.8 in the left
hemisphere (planned comparison, df 
17; 031, t  4.719, p  0.001; 030.8, t 
2.539, p  0.021) and for 031, 030.8,
and 030.6 in the right hemisphere (df 
17; 031, t  4.281, p  0.001; 030.8, t 
2.296, p  0.035; 030.6, t  3.102, p  0.006).
Figure 6 shows the group RMS of auditory cortical responses
to IAC change for 031 and 130 conditions (other conditions
showed a similar response pattern). The change in correlation in
the 13 conditions was characterized by a response with three
peaks, 70 ms (window 1), 130 ms (window 2), and 200 ms
(window 3) after change. A deflection is considered a “peak” if it
isconsistentacrosssubjects(seeMaterialsandMethods)andhas
a salient dipolar distribution that is compatible with activity in
auditorycortex.Theisocontourmagneticfielddistributionmaps
from the grand-average data are also displayed in Figure 6. In
contrast, the 03 condition evoked only one pronounced peak,
occurring at a time corresponding to window 2 (Fig. 6B). Thus,
window1containsthefirstdipolarresponsetothe13transition,
whereasthesamewindowshowsnocoherentresponseinthe03
condition. Window 2 shows a prominent peak for 03, but, re-
markably, the dipolar distribution is of opposite polarity from
13,indicatingthatactivitycannotpossiblyberesultingfromthe
same neural substrate. Note also that it is of opposite polarity
fromthatinwindow1for13.Thus,thelaterinitialresponsefor
03 does not merely reflect a delayed activation of the same
source. In total, these data suggest that the entire sequence of
cortical activation involves distinct neural mechanisms in each
case:themechanismthatprocessestransitionsfromanIACof1is
different from the mechanism that processes transitions from an
IACof0.Thesedataareconsistentwithobservationsreportedin
an EEG study by Jones et al. (1991), and their different conclu-
sions are attributable to technological limitations at that time.
The first observed peak for the 13 conditions (at 850 ms;
window 1) occurs 80 ms earlier than the first observed peak in
the 03 conditions (at 930 ms; window 2). This electrophysio-
logicallatencydifferencemayunderliethe80msresponsetime
Figure 5. Auditory cortical sensitivity to changes in interaural correlation. A, Schematic example of the procedure used to
quantifysensitivity.Thefigurespresent,asanexample,thegroupRMSintherighthemispherefor031(toppanel)and130
(bottom panel) conditions and their controls (030 and 131, respectively). To quantify the cortical response to changes in
interaural correlation, we subtracted, for each subject and each condition, the time-average amplitude in the 600–800 ms
interval(PRE)fromthetime-averageamplitudeinthe850–1050msinterval(POST),suchthatDIFFPOSTPRE.PositiveDIFF
indicates an increase in activity relative to the activity before the change in IAC. For stimuli for which there was an interaural
correlationchange,wethensubtractedfromthisstatisticitsvalueforthecorrespondingcontrolcondition(131or030)for
whichtherewasnochange.B,Computeddifferenceforeachofthechangeconditions(03conditionsinthetoppanel;13
conditionsinthebottompanel)intheleft(darkershades)andright(lightershades)hemispheres.Plottedvaluesarethediffer-
ence between DIFF values in the change conditions versus control conditions. Positive differences indicate that activity after
changeinIACwassignificantlyhigherthanactivityafter800msinthecontrolcondition.Differencesthataresignificantlydifferent
from0aremarkedwithanasterisk.Errorbarsrepresent1SE.Thesephysiologicalresponsesresemblebehavioralresponsesinthat
theyarelargerforcorrelatedthanuncorrelatedreferencesandforlargerchangesincorrelation.
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site polarities of these “first responses” are a puzzle. One possi-
bility is that behavior is contingent on the activity within distinct
neuralsubstratesreflectedinwindows1(for13)and2(for03).
Another possibility is that it is contingent on the same neural
substrates, but the activity, visible in window 1 for 13 condi-
tions, is either weaker in 03 conditions or delayed and masked
byalateractivationspecificto03conditions(visibleinwindow
2). Because the data for all stimuli were acquired under identical
experimentalconditionswiththesamelisteners,anydifferencein
the responses implies differences in processing mechanisms. Re-
sultsareinconsistentwithageneralprocessorthatwouldrespond
to any perceptible change in the steady auditory stimulus condi-
tions [as suggested, for example, by Jones et al. (1991)].
In addition to the existence of a coherent dipolar pattern in
window 1, the 13 conditions always had higher amplitude in
that window relative to the corresponding 03 conditions. This
effectisshowninFigure7fortheconditionsforwhich03activ-
ityissignificantlydifferentfromitscontrol(Fig.5B)(130/031,
130.2/030.8, and 130.4/030.6). Significance was assessed
withtheBootstrapmethod(500iterations;balanced)(Efronand
Tibshirani, 1993), a computationally intensive resampling
methodthatallowsthetreatmentofsituationsinwhichtheexact
sampling distribution of the statistic of interest is unknown. For
each subject, the RMS of the 03 condition was subtracted from
the applicable (same IAC distance) 13 condition and the differ-
ence vectors were bootstrapped. We computed the distribution
ofbootstrapamplitudesatthepeakofthemeandifferencevector
in window 1 for each of the three condition pairs (RH, 871, 891,
and 883 ms; LH, 887, 874, and 880 ms) and counted the percent
of iterations for which the amplitude difference was less than or
equaltozero(perct).Avalueofperctthatislowerthantheapriori
set 5% level was considered to indicate a significantly higher am-
plitude in the 13 conditions relative to the corresponding 03
conditions (RH, 031/130, perct  2.6%; 030.8/130.2,
Figure6. RMS(computedoverallchannelsfromthegrand-averagedata)oftheauditory
corticalresponsesto031and130conditions(otherconditionsshowsimilarresponsepat-
terns).Theresponsetothechangeincorrelationwascharacterizedbysequentialincreasesin
activityinthreetemporalwindows,70ms(window1),130ms(window2),and200ms
(window3)afterchangeincorrelation.A–F,Theisocontourmagneticfielddistributionmaps
fromthegrand-averagedataatthecriticaltimeperiods(7.5fT/isocontour).Sourceisshownin
red; sink is shown in blue. The responses in the 13 and 03 conditions exhibit different
magnetic contour map patterns, such that 13 have pronounced dipolar activity in all three
timewindows(D–F),but03hasadipolarpatternonlyintimewindow2(B).
Figure7. GroupRMSintherighthemisphereoftheresponsesto13(black)and03(gray)
conditionswithanequalIACchange(plottingonlythose03conditionsforwhichtheresponse
toIACchangeissignificantlydifferentfromthecontrolcondition).Thefirstincreaseinactivityis
evidentinall13conditionsat50msafterachangeincorrelation.Amplitudesinthistime
window are significantly stronger for 13 conditions than for 03 conditions with a same-
sizedchangeinIAC.Asterisksindicatethepositionofsignificantdifferences.
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130,perct1.2%;030.8/130.2,perct4.8%;030.6/130.4,
perct  2.8%).
Discussion
We used behavioral methods and whole-head MEG recording to
measure responses to the same binaural wideband noise stimuli.
For a given step size in interaural correlation, subjects detected
transitions from an IAC of 1 more accurately and rapidly than
fromanIACof0.Thisisconsistentwithpreviousstudies(Pollack
andTrittipoe,1959a,b;GabrielandColburn,1981;Cullingetal.,
2001) reporting that equal steps in IAC are not equally salient
perceptually in the vicinity of IACs of 0 and 1. However, our
results go further by showing an effect of the sign of IAC change,
most clearly obvious for the symmetric 130 and 031 stimuli.
This suggests that IAC discriminability might not be adequately
described by distance along an internal decision axis because a
distance is, by definition, symmetric. A similar asymmetry is
prominent in brain responses.
Our behavioral task required subjects to detect a change in
interaural correlation, whereas the cortical responses were pas-
sive responses to IAC change. Nevertheless, the relationship be-
tween the strength of the measured cortical responses to the dif-
ferent conditions (Fig. 5B) paralleled behavioral performance
(Fig.3A):brainresponsesweremoresensitivetotransitionsfrom
anIACof1(13conditions)thantotransitionsfromanIACof0
(03 conditions). Sensitivity in all cases increased with IAC dif-
ference.Inthisrespect,ourbehavioralandbrainstudiesarecon-
sistent with each other and with previous literature. In addition,
thefirstsalientresponsetostepsfromanIACof1occurredearlier
than from an IAC of 0, which parallels the latencies measured
behaviorally and may conceivably be the neural correlate of the
observed behavioral response-time difference. Overall, the earli-
est observed cortical responses already reflected the asymmetry
seeninbehavior.Whatisnewistheconclusion,derivedfromthe
different polarities of the magnetic field distribution, that 13
and 03 transitions evoke activity within different cortical cir-
cuits. This result is unexpected, because one would assume all
aspects of IAC processing (and changes thereof) to engage com-
mon binaural processing mechanisms, and it may shed light on
the nature of the computing involved. This finding should be
replicable in fMRI (previous studies used fixed IAC values) as
well as in physiology.
The13and03conditionsdifferinboththedirectionofIAC
change (increase or decrease) and in the value of initial correla-
tion (1 or 0). The present study cannot determine whether the
observed differential processing is related to the reference corre-
lation or the direction of correlation change. This issue can be
resolved in future experiments by studying stimuli with initial
correlations different from 0 or 1 (such as 0.530v s0 . 5 31o r
0.831v s1 30.8).
It is unclear at which level the split into distinct processing
streams or the introduction of the 80 ms latency difference be-
tween 13 and 03 conditions occurs. The MEG responses we
recordoriginatefromauditorycortex.Thecomputationofinter-
auralcorrelationisthoughttobeginattheMSO,whereinforma-
tion from the two ears converges on coincidence detectors that
performaformofinterauralcross-correlation(Jeffress,1948;Yin
and Chan, 1990; Carr, 1993; Joris et al., 1998). From there, the
binaural information pathway projects to the inferior colliculus
(IC), medial geniculate body, and cortex. Animal electrophysio-
logicalrecordingsatMSOarerare,butrecordingsintheICshow
correlates of binaural unmasking (Jiang et al., 1997a,b; Palmer et
al., 2000) and responses that are influenced by the interaural
correlationofstimuli(Palmeretal.,1999).Thequestionarisesas
to whether sensitivity to binaural coherence is determined by
processesatIC(inthesamewaythatbasicmaskingisdetermined
by processes in the auditory nerve), and relayed from there, or if
later stages are involved in measuring interaural correlation.
An aspect of interaural correlation processing that has been
hypothesized to involve cortical mechanisms and may be related
to processes observed here is “binaural sluggishness”: it has been
demonstratedthathumanlistenersbecomelesssensitivetotime-
varying changes in interaural correlation as the change rate is
increased(Grantham,1982).Thissuggeststhatlistenerscompute
the effective IAC value over a binaural integration window that,
in turn, influences detection in binaural unmasking situations
(Grantham and Wightman, 1979; Culling and Summerfield,
1998; Akeroyd and Summerfield, 1999). P. X. Joris, B. van de
Sande, A. Recio-Spinoso, and M. van der Heijden (unpublished
observations) did not find correlates of sluggishness in IC: single
unitsfollowedmodulationsofIACatratesanorderofmagnitude
higher than the behavioral threshold, suggesting that the site of
temporal integration is higher upstream, possibly in cortex.
Binaural sluggishness may be functionally justified by the
need to acquire binaural information over a time sufficient to
eliminate random fluctuations. These temporal integration
mechanisms may underlie the cortical processing speed differ-
ence observed here. As discussed above, Joris, van de Sande,
Recio-Spinoso, and van der Heijden (unpublished observations)
showed that IC neurons react promptly to IAC changes. The
longer time it takes cortical mechanisms to respond to one con-
dition versus another can be explained in terms of a central sys-
tem that integrates the instantaneous information received from
IC over time until it has reached a sufficient level of reliability
(Shinn-Cunningham and Kawakyu, 2003). The amount of tem-
poral integration may be constant or may vary depending on the
stimulus and/or task. For example, supposing that activity over a
population of neurons within the MSO is accurately represented
bythestimuluscross-correlogramsinFigure1,amechanismthat
scansthisactivitywouldbeabletorespondrelativelysoonaftera
changefromareferencecorrelationof1(Fig.2A),becausesucha
change “destroys” the orderly arrangement of ridges and valleys
that characterizes the response to correlated noise. Conversely,
the opposite change (031) would take longer to detect because
uncorrelatednoiseisalreadycharacterizedbyrandomchangesin
the activation across the neural array; therefore, it would require
more time to determine that the sudden order in the stimulus is
not merely a random fluctuation. A similar account can also be
provided in terms of the equalization–cancellation model
(Durlach, 1963): if binaural information is represented as sub-
tractionfromthetwoears,binauralnoisewithanIACof1would
be represented as an 800-ms-long zero, whereas noise with an
IACof0wouldberepresentedasan800-ms-longactivationwith
high variability. For 130 stimuli, the change after 800 ms would
be evident as a sudden change from 0 to a positive number. For
031, the change at 800 ms is preceded by random fluctuations,
and the system would need to wait longer to detect it.
Response latencies measured in auditory cortex provide an
upper limit for the size of the binaural integration window: 50
ms for transitions from correlated noise and 130 ms for transi-
tions from uncorrelated noise. These estimates are similar to
thosederivedfrombehavioralmeasurements(CullingandSum-
merfield, 1998; Akeroyd and Summerfield, 1999; Boehnke et al.,
2002). The different integration times required for 13 and 03
transitions might conceivably be implemented by a single mech-
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the process passes via two successive integration mechanisms: an
initial obligatory integration window and a subsequent integra-
tionwindow,providedbyaseparateneuralsubstrate,thatisonly
required in the 03 condition to reach a sufficient level of cer-
tainty that there has been a change. Such a model would explain
the activation of distinct neural populations for the two kinds of
transitions.
Thatittakeslongertoreacttochangesfromadisorderedstate
to an ordered state than vice versa may be a general attribute of
perceptual phenomena. For example, data on the perception of
dynamic random-dot stereograms (Julesz and Tyler, 1976) are
very similar to those obtained in the auditory domain with noise
signals. The visual stimuli strongly parallel ours, consisting of
frame sequences in which the left and right frames are either
identical [interoccular correlation (IOC)  1] or uncorrelated
(IOC  0). Subjects’ ability to detect changes in IOC from 0 to 1
and vice versa reveal an asymmetry, similar to the results pre-
sented here. Julesz and Tyler (1976) liken this effect to the phys-
ical concept of entropy: perceptual phenomena require more ef-
fort/timetobuilduprepresentations(gotoanorderlystate)than
to destroy them (go to a less ordered state). This account also
offers an additional interpretation to the observed three-staged
processing of changes in interaural correlation. The first peak
(window 1), only visible in the 13 conditions, may reflect the
destructionoftherepresentationofthecorrelatednoise,whereas
the second peak (window 2), visible in both conditions but hav-
ingdifferentsourceproperties,mayunderlietheconstruction(or
attempts at the construction) of a new perceptual order.
The strong similarities in detecting changes in correlation be-
tween vision and audition may indicate that the statistical rules
that determine the size of the integration windows are modality
independent and are not special to a particular neural substrate.
This observation, together with the findings reported here, may
provideabasisforadditionalexaminationsofhowtheCNScom-
putes and represents changes in the environment.
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